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INDICATIVE PROPOSED NW ELEVATION

INDICATIVE PROPOSED NE ELEVATION

INDICATIVE PROPOSED SE ELEVATION

INDICATIVE PROPOSED SW ELEVATION
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CLOSE UP VIEW OF FIRST AND SECOND FLOORS

CLOSE UP VIEW OF THIRD FLOOR/ROOF

CLOSE UP VIEW OF SECOND FLOOR SW ELEVATION

Stafordshire blue bricks in stretcher bond

Red brick in English bond, Contemorary art Stone banding

Pre-Patinated Zinc cladding/dark coloured render/coloured brick, projecting
aluminium window surrounds

Honey comb brickwork with semi-transparent cellular polycarbonate panel behind

Lee Worton

CLOSE UP VIEW OF GROUND FLOOR PODIUM

INDICATIVE PROPOSED MATERIAL SCHEDULE/ DESIGN REPONSE
GROUND FLOOR/PODIUM LEVEL
External walls - Stafforshire Blue Brick/coloured brick/render, including plinth
Windows - Aluminium frames - The windows have been recessed within opening and
contemporary guards added at a low level to help improve the defensibility of the accommodation.
The projecting plinth also serves to further enhance the sense of protection.
Entrance door/Surround - Aluminium framed door and windows with large semitransparent fanlight above, projecting surround with a white coloured finish.
The option of relocating the entrance to the corner of the site was explored however doing so
had a negative impact upon the layout and significantly reduced the quality and area of
lettable space.
Bin store door - Louvered security door
FIRST AND SECOND FLOORS (projecting oveer GF footprint by 500mm)
External walls - Brick - English bond - Whilst rainscreen cladding was explored the client
advised their preference for masonry due to the lower cost (helping to ensure the proposal is
economically viable) along with it having a longer life span and being easier to maintain. A
steel frame has been employed and used to maximise variations in relief and recess.

INDICATIVE PROPOSAL VIEWED FROM ABBEY ROAD
NTS

Masonry banding - Art Stone - The banding along with other design elements serves to
provide a horizontal emphasis to the proposal which both helps to reduce the vertical
emphasis of the proposal and guide the eye towrds the Nan-Tait Centre.
Windows - Projecting aluminium frames - These windows have been design to collectively
have a horizontal emphasis for the reasons discussed above. Two of the windows continue
undisrupted around the corner of the building, helping to provide more visual interest to the
elevation corners.
THIRD FLOOR (recessed back from SF)
External walls - Pre-patinated zinc cladding/dark coloured render/coloured brick
Coping - Enlarged projecting aluminium finished coping - The coping serves to provide
greater relief to the elevations and help the top floor visually recess further back than it is in
reality.
Windows - Projecting aluminium frames with recessed glazing - These windows to provide
greater articulation of the third floor elevations.
ROOF (15° Duo pitch, projecting 500mm beyond building line)
Roof covering - Insulated steel sandwich panels with slate finish
Fascias, Soffits and Bargeboards - Aluminium
Rainwater goods - Aluminium
Skylights - Openable rooflights

INDICATIVE PROPOSAL VIEWED FROM ABBEY ROAD

INDICATIVE PROPOSAL VIEWED FROM DALKEITH STREET

INDICATIVE PROPOSAL VIEWED FROM HIGH STREET
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